
BIG IDEAS FOR BETTER HUNTS

TRAIL CAMERAS

Three exposure settings allow you to select the perfect blend of image clarity and distance

that works for you.

Every camera action has been engineered with Silent Shield™ technology. This means your

camera goes unnoticed by nature, and that big buck keeps coming back.

Zero noise, zero detection. Keep camera operations completely silent so you capture natural

wildlife behavior without any alert.

Lightsout™ technology uses invisible IR LEDs with an extended range to maintain

concealment when capturing flash images.

Two are always better than one. Dual cameras – one optimized for day and one for night –

give you digital HD photos with superior clarity.

ATTRACTANTS

Airborne attractants disperse 600% more scent molecules than ordinary attractants. If you

can smell the potency of these products – just think what it smells like to game.

Attractants don’t just train game to find your spot; they become an integral part of animals’

health by feeding them ample protein and fat to bulk up to trophy status.

Glo-Cote® uses ultraviolet enhancement to give attractants an added neon-blue glow that

game can see, but humans can’t.

We know what brings game to dinner. Flavor profiles of apple, persimmon, corn, chestnut,

sugar beet, molasses and acorn make our attractants irresistible.

FEEDERS

Protect your unit and eliminate feed waste with this rigid varmint guard that encases

everything you don’t want nature messing with.

These heavy-duty designs won’t wear or tear because we built them good and strong. Welded

construction models are our most durable feeders yet.

Dependable and effective yet mobile: poly barrel feeders are light enough to easily move and

test multiple feeding locations.

Quick assembly feeders require minimal effort and only steal 15-20 minutes of your time

before they’re fully operational.

The square shape plus a powder-coating on tube legs is two-folds beneficial – adding both

stability and strength.

EXPOSURE CONTROL

SILENT SHIELD™ TECHNOLOGY

ZERO DETECTION

LIGHTSOUT™ TECHNOLOGY

TRU-DUAL CAM™

AIRBORNE TECHNOLOGY™

PROTEIN & FAT CONTENT

GLO-COTE

FLAVOR PROFILES

VARMINT GUARD

WELDED CONSTRUCTION

POLY BARREL CONSTRUCTION

QUICK ASSEMBLY

ULTRA-STRONG SQUARE LEGS

TECHNOLOGY
CHANGING HUNTING OUTCOMES FOR THE BETTER

https://www.recreationid.com/wildgame-innovations/


Science beats scent.
ZeroTrace™ safely reduces human scent - with none of the damaging effects of harsh

oxidation to your health or gear. Now you can get closer to the action without detection.

Using PureION™ Technology, ZeroTrace™

disperses positive and negative ions.

Those ions attach to the odor molecules in

your orbit.

The molecules are then neutralized and

taken out of the game.

HOW IT WORKS

SAFE

The ZeroTrace™ PureION™ Field Generator makes scent control safe to

breathe and safe on gear.

ZeroTrace™ generators are the only in-field scent elimination system using

plasma ions to neutralize human scent.

PureION™ technology safely distributes molecules without the health risks of

ozone.

DISCREET

Compact unit easily mounts above stand or blind to deliver continuous

concealment from game.

Ultra-quiet fan evenly spreads ion particle flow.

The durable, textured housing conceals the ZeroTrace™ generator, and with a

secure mount, it will surely fit any setup in the field.

CONVENIENT

ZeroTrace™ scent elimination generators are powered by a rechargeable

battery for up to 6 hours of continuous aircover - up to 8-12 hours with use of

the included second battery.

Standard purchase includes two rechargeable battery packs and USB charging

cable.

Lightweight with adjustable mount that fits any setup; perfect for the stand or

in the blind.

Pursuant to GDPR and/or other privacy rules we require affirmative consent.
By signing-up you are providing consent to receive email marketing

communications.
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Exclusive HuntStand Features ONLY Available
to Wildgame Users
Designed to work both on and offline, HuntStand is packed with invaluable data for
hunting properties, land management, boundaries, mapping, weather, tracking and
social features – all vital to the success of your hunt. Pair these features with
Wildgame Innovations trail camera data, and you’ll have the ultimate edge not just
on game, but also your hunting buddies.

Through an exclusive partnership, the newest trail cameras from Wildgame Innovations now integrate with
HuntStand, the industry-leading property and asset management system. With select trail cameras, you can

directly sync your photos with weather, solunar and geolocation data to build a behavioral profile that will pin-
point that trophy buck.

WILD ORGANIZATION

View, sort and organize trail cam photos
like never before

Create unique tags to categorize photos in
groups

Auto-load photos to saved camera
locations

IMAGERY WITH INTELLIGENCE
The Advantage You’ve Been Waiting For

Easily import photos into the
cutting-edge HuntStand
ecosystem

Receive 40 GB of free
storage space for your
photos

View a detailed heat map of game
activity on your property

Link photos with weather and
solunar conditions

Use advanced filters to drill down
into your photos

View game movement predictions
based on past activity

View all trail cameras with
HuntStand integration

Only Wildgame users can unlock these exclusive HuntStand features. 
Create your free HuntStand account on your desktop or mobile device. 

Then register your new camera at HuntStand.
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ZEROTRACE™
Reduce your scent with innovative 
electronic scent control

HUNTSTAND INTEGRATION
Combine Wildgame trail cam shots 
with the insights of HuntStand

SHADOW™ 16 LIGHTSOUT™
The smallest, most portable game 
camera on the market

ACORN RAGE®
Loaded with real acorns. It'll keep 
the deer coming back for more

TREEHUGGER™
A lightweight gravity feeder that's 
perfect for hard-to-reach areas

Looking for hunting & shooting products? Visit our website.

https://www.recreationid.com/hunting-shooting.html

